FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Coalesse® Expands Federal Business Opportunities Through Updated GSA
Contract
Coalesse adds 15 products to GSA portfolio of product lines
San Francisco, CA – Promoting choice in the modern workplace helps employees
develop more meaningful personal connections to the office. As choice and flexibility
become more important for today’s workforce, employers are facing an increasing
demand to offer enhanced options for workplace settings that accommodate diverse staff
needs. To address this growing demand, Coalesse is offering improved selections for
modern commercial workspaces, with 15 additional products incorporated into the
General Services Administration (GSA)-approved portfolio.
The new products available for the modified contract are: Coalesse Bob, Davos Lounge
and Benches, Diekman Tables, Exponents, Hosu Seating (shown below), Lagunitas
Lounge Seating and Tables, Last Minute Stools, Lox Seating, Millbrae Lounge Seating
and Tables, Montara650 Seating and Tables, Passerelle Lounge Seating and Tables,
Switch Seating, SW_1 Seating and Tables, Together Bench Seating, Visalia Lounge
Seating.
As a member of the GSA, Coalesse qualifies as a select partner for federal purchasing
programs. The extensive application process involves a thorough examination of each
company to determine if the partnership is appropriate. GSA supplies federal purchasers
with cost-effective, high quality products and services from commercial vendors and
offers an array of workspace services. GSA’s strategic integration of infrastructure,
technology and employee solutions to accommodate diverse modern workplaces
complements Coalesse and its capacity to create custom solutions for a range of
organizations.
The addition of fresh product lines for the GSA portfolio enables Coalesse to offer a
wider selection of research-backed design choices for governmental workplaces and
expand federal business prospects. As an innovator in the workplace design industry,
Coalesse will continue to bring new life to work through bolstered offerings and federal
government collaborations with GSA.
For additional details regarding GSA approved products, please visit the GSA section of
coalesse.com at http://www.coalesse.com/resources/gsa/.

For more information on Coalesse and its products, visit www.coalesse.com.

Bringing New Life to Work™
###

About Coalesse
Led by intuition, backed by research, and driven by design – Coalesse creates
thoughtful furnishings for the modern workplace. We help our customers to make great
spaces that inspire great work by empowering social connection, creative collaboration, and
focus and rejuvenation. From our San Francisco studio for workplaces around the world, we
design products that blend beauty and utility, comfort and vitality, and insights with
inspiration to bring new life to work. As part of the Steelcase Inc. family of brands, we are
globally accessible through a network of over 800 dealers.
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